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This report was prepared by the Maintenance Design Section, Human Enginering
Branch, DBehaoral Sciences Laboratory, in support of ProJect 718s, "Jlman Perf orm-
aoe in Advanced Systems,* Task 718406, "Design Criteria for Sase of Maintenance ,
with Major L. D. Pigg as task scientist. This paper was presented at the Joint
National Meeting of the Institute of Aerospace Sciences and the Amrican Rocket
Soclety, June 19619 Los Angeles, California.
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Results of research on problems related to humn performance of maintenance
actions in space sytems ae reviewed. The interactions of sensory, psychmtor,
and motor functions are discussed, along with problems of remote-handling applica-
tions in the space enviromunt.
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HMK I EMRINDG PROMCIMB OF DESIGN FOR INI-SPAMZHI'EhC

- -- -DUCTION

Successful space flight will rquire extremely reliable operati~on of the space
vehicle systems.* Presently available components do not have inherent reliabilities
sufficiently high to satisfy the overall requirement for space flight. Thus, a
major eff ort toward system reliability improvement is indicated.

This efforit can take wle or mawe of at least three coursest compnnts redun-
dancy, components reliability Improvement, or In-flight repair by cremmen. As a
practical matter, eff orts In all three directions appear necessary. Some redun-
dancy In the form of parallel units for critical elemment, is probably unavoidable.
Weight restrictions dictate a limit to redundancy, hovmer,, and complemntary
actions must be taken. Componnt. reliability improvement can be brought about
through special development eff orts, but bore, too, there are practical limits.
Thus, the repairman Is called Into the system. He repairs the element ihich has
failed while Its redundant backup element is in operation.

In the opinions of several writers, using amn in this maintenance function
contitutes the best hope for achieving the reqi-ed reliability of space systems.
Perhaps the case is best represented by Nc~xr, ishimnas, and Krendel (ref. 24) who
state "..,with a small stock of spare modules end parts,, and a man, an actual
physical system with only mne or two parallel channels can appr-oach en effective
system with much mawe redundancy. Thus, a prime hxman role In space will be that
of failure detection, replacement, and repair.'

Information on the general problem of design for maintenance In space is
limited. Much research must be accomplished before effective utilisation of man in
this role ot great potential Importance can be realized. This research must cover
at least the problems of intra- and extrao-vehicular maintenance operations, remote-
handl.ing applications In space maintenance,, and Integrated systems design for
maintainability in space. This paper describes results of research efforts direct-
ed toward solution of some of these problem by the Hman Engineering Branch of the
Aerospace Medical Laboratory at ilight-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
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Several stuies have been carried out to deteaia the effects ct weightless-
ness ad frictionlesmeas an sensory processes, basic psychomotor performance,,
menuial qpication of forces, and discrimination and hmnn of Inertial objects,
Including stores compownets and tools.* Tbme studies have made use ct sero-g
aircraft, or alz"-bearing devices which support man cc objects in near-frictionless
states for Indefinite time periods, to simulate the weightless-tractiadless aspect
afth Uspace euvirat.

Seanocry %rformae

MW ltiga~Ing question about mini a performane in space coaern the
res poe at h"s seaso processe to the envirounental, factors of uslghtlessirnss
isoLatioup stroes ste. Nost at the m ers will com only after am has success-
fully Journeyed lato spece * Sam vat has been dane and most of it Is generally
well kwm. two studies an worth mentioning boe.

Visual Amdfqs

Incre ased pwgitive and negative accelerative forces produce losses in visual
aouit (ref. 1?).* To s If voightiesmeas would also affect visual acuity, sub-
jects were tested for bioular and monocular near and far vision on two types at
acuity kargtis idle they were exposed to sero-g aboard a G-131 aircraft (ref. 15).
9tatistica, signifiant dscemats were founad for sro-g scres by comarison
with embul6 scores In 1mg flight. Mffersnme in ace modation aid types of
targts did not sapfIcmntly affect the results.* The average decrement was the
equivalent of a 60 imoroe In visual agle at targets at threshold legibility.
For ordinary popmes at vision this Is not ct practical consequence.

Vetibuw Fuctions I

Te effect at aircraft-prodsced weightlessness on goldfias pigeons, and
animals was studied to see whether the so-called gravi-receptars at the ves tibular
region of the Jaw ear are Indeed sensitive to acceleration (ref. 3.1). The gold-
fish assomd wussal positions, even invrted, during weightlessness. Pigeons did
not demonstrate the postural reflex which,, under 1-g,, cases compensatory head
movement In response to body rotation. The righting reflex of cats was noticeably
absent. These results only tend to verify what has frequently been noted by human
subjects during weightlesinase that spatial disorientation in apt to ceci.

3swaerp-Kfotr Perfornams

Ws are accustomed to liftng and moving things by overcming the existing pull
at gravity on both car limbs and the objects we handlee WeV learn very early to
Judge the weights at objects and to predict their movements by the forces in our
limbs as we hadles them. In a weightlses envirotmentp there is no gravitational
farce to overoome and even the smallest force ill accelerate a free-floating
object. T1mm, man's jugmnt and effectiveness In the handling of objects ma
suffer in the space euviroment.

2
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On Interesting question concerns ma's ability to discriminate differences in
* n a to weightless objects. To provide an answer, a labortory study was carried

out to compare man's ability to discriminate small differences in ama with his
ability to discriminate differences in weight (ref. 16). Faur weight serie were
used, each consisting of a standard (1000, 3000p 5000# or 700 grams) and nine
comparison stimuli.* Judmnto for mase differences were made with the ease weight@
supported by compressed air on an air-bearing table in simulation at weightlessnss.
Results show that difference thresholds (the amount. by which two atimuli must
differ to be perceived se different at least 5D percent at the tim) are apprx-
mately twice as large for ass* as for iinight, and, further, that they are apprx-
mately proportional to the saws of the objects handled. This proportionality is
also true for weight for which the difference ratio Is generally found to be .05.
119,5, the difference ratio for ma is approximately .1; i.e., for two objects to
be perceived se different In sue, they must differ by 10 percent. The difference
in diucriminabiuity of mass and weight is related to am's Inability to achieve
standard accelerations and movements of objects having only mass.

Positioning of Cbjects:

In other studies (refs. 12, 13), performance in positioning of Owmightlesa"
objects was measured to see if loss of the cwe of grawit.' would affect speed and
accuracy of hwadin operatioin. Subject. positioned objects of varying mums
through different distances and direction while the objects were airborne over an
air-bearing table. Both fixed subject. (standing) and tractinleass subjects
(seated on am air-bearing platf am) were used.

For the fixed subjects, change In object mas produced no pronounced effoct,,
but changes in both distomc and direction led to significant changes In perform-
ance. Deaspoine time Increased while accuracy decreasd with disance. h1spase,
tim ws loe for inar-to-far movements them for left-to-right movements, although
accuracy s greater for the latter. Thusa, In this cam# the usual correlation
between speed and accuracy was not found.

For the tractionless subjects, the result. differed primarily in that change
In ms" did praouc significant differences in response time, with heaviar masses
Involving longer response times. Also, by comparison with find subject., trao-
tionless subjects had significantly poorer performance In terms of accuracy. Now-
ever, response times were sorwter-a functio of the shorter time available for
response in the dynade action-reaction condition.

Opieration of Switchess

In another study (ref. n1),, subjects operated different type of switches to
turn lights on and off as they were flown through sero-g trajectories. Push-button,
toggle, and rotary switches were paired with a master switch so that accuracy could
be checked sad cmiarsone In terms of speed of operation could be made. Suall, but
statistically significant decrements wene found in speed of operation of all three
sets at switches In the weightless eavimt tw comparison with control perform-
ance, at 1-g. The toggle switch showed the greatest decrement, the rotary switch
not the least. Speed of operation was greatest with the push-button not under both
1-g and weightlessess.

3
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Notor Perfrnncse

As for pan motor performance in the space efvironments two studies provide
useful data (refs. 99 10). In theses subjects riding mnan aiz%-bemring plattums
thus tractilelss, were asiod to apply saim push-pull f orces at varlais distncs
and anoss from a single handhold.

Torquess

For certain hoodhold angles the averqeP maxian continuous fce which a man
could .w'rt was equivalent to a torque at 2.5 powni-feet--that is, a push or pull at
2.5 pounds at a distance of 1 foot from the handod, 1.25 pmods at 2 feets etc.
These we definite limitations cm, design at vats requiring application at fao* for
awe than 3 ocds by a wafter using only a hadhold to retain his position at work.

Also mumed wee the ability at tationless subjects to apply Impulses while
anchored t' a handhold 2 feet frm the point at application at force. A iaO-pcmnd
puh f orce could be applled effectively f or only 1/2 secod, while leserfoce
dam to 5 pousids could be applied for longer periods up to I second. The limitation
at the Impuse, Is determined b~ the moemnt at the subject way frm the point at
application as a result of the ounteractive f cs. Related to this reactive move-
ment was the interesting demontration that It Is possible for a subject to seat an
obect agaiust a frictioal force 1w using a high-f orce short-duratio Impulses and
then bring himsesi to rest while holding onto the object without unseating It, by'
applying an opposite foarce (loe than the frictiona onei at longer duratimn.

Emidtool Operati ome:

Qualitative obsuratow have been mads at hmndtool operation by a free-
floating man in the wightless envrommnat at the aircraft, where six degrees of
freedom wes possible (in contrast to the three degres of movement available an an
air-bearifg platfcum), Work withoot a handhold or other smano of attachment was
Impossible. ften with a handhold, the strength of the wrist wus not suftficisnt, to
comensate for the reactimn to the forces exrted in simple handtooil operationsl
tho skw body moveeto resulted.e

Z8103 CAITMDA VM =Of MA1UMA

beassmrbis also mderw to establish human enginering principles governing
dsign and use of remote-handling and associated equipment for space op.erations.
11. role of such eqipmnt Is apparent in connetion with the tasks aoap1ishad
outside the space vehicle where, because of the quantity and sewerity at plWsIcal
hasardes It is Improbable that am will be able to work effectively without som
mean ot externding his perceptual and pbosical skills beyon a restrictive mouant,
at protective shieldIng, busots handling will alwsomn to work beyond such shield-
Ing In wrean at high radations mar or total vacin# extremely lI= temperature,
eta. ?thss man current space proposals Include Ideas of use at remote manipulative
equipments ranging from the simple to the coslezs for mn jobe In places Wmro man
ciao go without special protective devices (which hemper his mobilitly and action,
and may themselves Include remote-handling appendages).
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Am"g the tasks for remote hanlin In spae will be assembly, dissesmbly, and
* mainten at space systis including Inspection, rspairp servicing, and checkout;
experimentation, Including emplaratice, saling, and testing; transfer of personnel,

.~lis and equimets and emrenc operatiousu, such as escaps and rescu (ref.
he tasks have mucb In emma with remote-handlng tasks involved in grun-

borm operations. Thusg man at the research results relating to these tasks will
appy In design for remote handi4ng In space.

Task Distance:

The effect ofthis variable an perfommoe at a maipulative task s Lavesti-
gated with a NL* Model 8 Naster-lave aipltr(ref . 2). Petmance tie
Inesd significantly as the task was "ovd fro a position? feet from s o per-
ator's eyes to9 fet and again an Itwsmoved to U feet* This reflects the loss
In visual resolution and depth perception aocoaqiuqg increased distance.* At dis-
tances ot 100 feet or mn telescopic or television nadtaing is inoessa:y for
practical pup ces.

Object Sizes

The effect of this variable was investigated in a task In which different sises
of hexagonal mate we"e removed from bolts (ref. 3). Performance time was not sig-
nifioantl.y changed as wnt diameter was Increased frm 31A inch to 2-1/ha inches (the
practical limit for the manipulator slave hand),

Angle and IbIght atTask Displa

Those variables mene studied in coamctimn with the nut-removal task described
abovw. For the standing operator working at several different task angles, siguif 1-
cantly better perfmmuinoe resulted when tasks were presented at a working height 45
inches fro floor level, by compaisn with both lower and higher working heights.
Without regard to task height, pert mame was better in the 450 to 650 range of
tsk angles masued from the horisztal plow. The wo variables were foud to
Interact,, however, so that horisontally oriented tasks were perfotad best at U.e
lowest height and poorest at the highest working height. Vertical tasks were per-
fore best at Intermediate heights.

Bodiment Variables

MaW remote-handlin problems relate to the design of the equipmnt itself.
Much attention has already been given to U.e effects of change sman tUs maW vari-
ables at design of manipulators and accessories (ref.- 5). Sensory feedback (tactual,
kinaste, visual, and even audtory),, movemnt ratios, force ratios, power pro-
visimni (mechncalv hyd*auliev electrica), and aaw.li=7 controls, to no a few,,
have been studied. Two studies of this nature an reported below. But first it is
worthwhile to 1ook at U.e effects t the mnpulator Itself an human performanos.

bAoete versus Direct Ealings

Remsts handling Is slmd at a price. Of compaison with direct manual per-
forsauce, use ofmechaidcal mastr-lae manipulators generally reduces efficiency
1ONW 7 eb Laboratories, Jbd VIng, Minsta

5
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to a significant degree. To calibrate this f actor, a standard manipulative task was
perf orind with both modes of hwadlin1 an experimnta1. setup which controlled f or
extraneous effects such as practic and sequence at test (ref . 2). Operators of the,
caL Model a manpulator tock 6 to 10 time lorger, depending am task distance, to
perfoam the task than did direct handlers. The factor of 6 ws f ound for the 7-f oot
task dIatancs the factor of 10 for the fl-foot distance. The ratio of 8 to 1
(found at 9 feet) was most representative of remote tasks performisd at the modal
distance.

Weight Discriminati on:

Studiea were conducted to determine the effect of remote handlin on ability
at subjects to a** both absolute and diffeorential Judgmnts of weights (refs. 6, 7).
by compaison with direct handling, remote handling produced absoluate estimates
which were higher and mone accurate cc the average but nmr* variable.* There was
loe tendmMo for remote estimates to be influnced by immmdlately preceding hand-
ling operations (contrast effect). Difference thresholds, the amts by which two
stimuli mast differ to be perceived as different at least 50 percent at the tim,
were nearly doubled with reacte huindln. Thus, sensory feedback is attenuated by
remote handling so that two objecte differing loe than 8 percent in weight cannot
be effectively discriminated.

Mass Discrimination:

Simce cbjeato In space do not hae weight, 9It Is useful to know what the
difference threshold for rainotely handled mses will be.* The discrimination study
was repeated (ref. 8), using objects supported by comressed air (over the air-
beowing tabl mtioned previously). It va thu a mass-discrimination study. The
diffearence threshold In this case was 23 percent, more than daible the difference
threshold for remotely handled weights. A smnuy of results of the several die-
crimination expeuimnts shows that loss of weight as a one leads to doubled differ-
ence thresholds, which ws, In tan, doubled by remote handlings

Basis at Type of Dif ferm
Discrimination HadafRatio

weight direct, .05
*remcte .08

meirect .10
*remote .23

Yode and Rate at Indexngs

Mecancal master-slave manipulators havo anxiliary devices by which the slave
hand Is movd to wess not reachable ty normal articulation. This is called index-
Ing. It Is normally controlle by a ho-operatedlo two-wy switch. Perforanoe
with the head switch ws a~e with performeme with a f oot-operated switch cc a
task requirig indezing (ref. I.). rtre., reresetative rates of Indexing were used.
No advatage In task speed s f ind for eittor sod of indexiftg, but fewer errors
(dropping obJecte, Indexing In the wrm direction) occurred with the foot control.
Thmr s also evidence at faster learning (to an mnyqt of perf orms.c time)

6
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with the foot control. These results were not altered by change in rate of index-
Ing, even though such change was shown to affect speed of performance significantly
(higher rate--shorter task time) for most tasks. For tasks involving only short
indexing distances, there was no advantage in faster indexing.

Color Coding of Jaws:

In another study, involving intricate manipulations of small objects, differ-
ent colors were used for the slave fingers to see if task performance could thereby
be improved (ref. 2). Significant differences were not found. Thus, color coding
of the remote-handling equipment itself is not indicated. More appropriate use of
color to improve remote-handling performance may possibly be made in design and lay-
out of the task to be performed.

Operator Variables

As in any task requiring skill, individual differences exist in remote-hndling
performance. These can result from differences in inherent manual dexterity, co-
ordination, visual acuity, depth perception, and other such factors. Operator
screening is a means of controlling them. Beyond this, there are still many other
operator variables which affect performance. Two have been studied:

Practice:

Naive subjects were used for remote performance of a block-manipulation task.
Performance time decreased to a practical asymptote within just a few trials, in-
dicating that beginner operators adapt to the grosser aspects of the master-slave
manipulator with little difficulty (ref. 2). For satisfactory performance of more
intricate tasks, several hours of training may be required.

Seated versus Standing Operators:

A study was conducted to determine the extent of limitations upon the work
range of the manipulator resulting when the operator is seated (ref. 1). This was
thought to be a way of approximating the effects of confined quarters which may
exist in space applications. Contours of effective performance were progressively
reduced in area as the plane of the task was lowered to the level of the knees and
below. In general, the range of effective performance for the seated operator was
approximately one-third the range for an unrestricted standing operator.

FURTHER RESEARCH NEEDS

This paper deals only briefly with results of a very limited program of
research on problems related to human performance of maintenance actions in space
systems. A great number of other research efforts pertinent to these problems are
being carried out by many different agencies. Success in manned space operations
will depend a great deal on the success of these and future efforts.

While the total, necessary, additional, human factors effort cannot be speci-
fied, further work which should be dam to extend the usefulness of the results
reported in this paper can be identified.

7
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Additional research is needed on design criteria for extra-vehicular operations
in space. Design information, principles, and procedures of operation for all
equipment used in or for maintenance in space must be developed and validated. In-
cluded in this research are human engineering principles of design and use of hand-
tools; of environmental protection devices, including partial shielding; and of
maintenance aids, such as checklists, handbooks (or information storage devices),
and test equipmnt.

Additional research is also needed to develop basic remote-handling concepts,
and to establish criteria for comparing and evaluating different types of remote-
handling systems with respect to their usability in the space environment. Solu-
tions to perceptual problems connected with remote operations in space are needed.
Problems of remote visual access, including use of closed and open circuit tele-
vision, depth and movement perception, illumination, glare, contrast, and tactual
and kinesthetic feedback are representative.

These are just a few of the many considerations important to effective mainte-
nance operations in space systems. Research is underway to provide needed answers
for many of the questions. Much more must be undertaken to satisfy the overall
need.

a!
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